Artist's Tapesfile
To Be Presented

Steina Vasulka, a Buffalo video and computer artists, will present and discuss the videotapes she has made during the past 10 years at 8:30 this evening in the Kiva Room, 101 Baldy Hall, Amherst Campus, State University of Buffalo.

Steina—the artist now prefers to be identified by her first name only—was concert violinist in Prague and her native Iceland prior to her career as a video artist, which includes residencies at KQED-TV, San Francisco; Television Laboratory, WNET-TV, New York, and WNED-TV in Buffalo.

She was co-director and co-founder of the Kitchen, a major electronic arts exhibition center in New York, and now is an adjunct faculty member of UB's Center for Media Study. In 1977, she was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for video art.